Production and distribution are fundamental operational functions in supply chains. The main challenge is to design algorithms that optimize operational performance by jointly scheduling production and delivery of customer orders. In this paper we study a model of scheduling customer orders on multiple identical machines and their distribution to customers afterwards. The goal is to minimize the total time from release to distribution plus total distribution cost to the customers. We design the first poly-logarithmic competitive algorithm for the problem, improving upon previous algorithms with linear competitive ratios. Our model generalizes two fundamental problems: scheduling of jobs on multiple identical machines (where the goal function is to minimize the total flow time) as well as the TCP Acknowledgment problem.
Introduction
Production and distribution are fundamental operational functions in supply chains. Scheduling of production and distribution operations is necessary in many practical situations, where firms aim to optimize the tradeoff between various costs, total revenue, and delivery lead time (time between release and delivery), which reduces inventory levels and increases responsiveness to customers. Moreover, an increasing number of companies adopt make-to-order business models in which products are custom-made and delivered to the customers directly from the factory within a relatively short lead time. Hence, there is little to no inventory of prod-ucts. For example, consider recently developed digital manufacturing (e.g., 3D printing technology) that enables highly customized products at lower volume and lower cost. Therefore, production starts only after orders have been placed. In addition, large retail companies such as Amazon sell about half a billion different products. Hence, they cannot keep a large inventory for each product.
In the last decades, a tremendous amount of research has been conducted on integrated production and distribution models. The study of these models at the detailed scheduling level is fairly recent. These models attempt to optimize operational performance by jointly scheduling production and delivery of customer orders. The scheduling decisions take into account cost, revenue and customer service level for each order.
Most integrated production and distribution scheduling (IPODS) models studied in the literature consider the offline setting, where full information about future orders (jobs) is known in advance. However, this assumption is non-realistic in many settings such as in make-to-order business models.
Therefore, in this paper we study an online version of the problem. In our model, there are n customers that are to be served by the manufacturer's m identical machines. Each customer has jobs (orders) that he releases over time, where each job has a processing time and can be preempted. The manufacturer must process jobs and deliver finished jobs (products) to the customer. Once a job has been completed, it can be delivered to the customer, but not necessarily immediately. Each customer has a non-negative delivery cost that does not depend on the number of jobs delivered in the same delivery (batch). Furthermore, deliveries to different customers cannot be combined. The goal is to minimize the total cost, which is the sum of the total lead time and the total delivery cost. To this end, the manufacturer may postpone the delivery of completed jobs and aggregate them in batches. We note that the lead time can also be viewed as the holding cost incurred over time.
Interestingly, this model is a generalization of two fundamental problems in computer science that have received a lot of attention. When there are no delivery costs (i.e., all delivery costs equal zero), the problem reduces to the scheduling problem of minimizing the total flow time on parallel identical machines, see [5, 19] . On the other hand, when all jobs have zero processing time, the problem reduces to the TCP Acknowledgment problem for each customer separately, see [13, 14] .
Our and Previous Results
We provide the first poly-logarithmic competitive algorithm for the integrated production and distribution scheduling problem. Specifically, our main result is an O(log m + log ∆ + log ρ)-competitive algorithm 1 , where ∆ and ρ denote the ratio of the maximum to minimum delivery cost and job processing time, respectively (recall that m is the number of machines). We complement it with a lower bound that, together with those previously known, implies that our algorithm is essentially optimal.
Our results exponentially improve the previous best results even for a single machine. Specifically, for a single machine our algorithm is O( log ∆ log log ∆ + log ρ)-competitive, whereas previous results were (at least) linear in either parameter. Specifically, Averbakh et al. [3] gave an online algorithm for the case of a single machine that achieved an upper bound depending on all customers' delivery costs 2 that is no better than Ω(n + ∆). Averbakh et al. [2] provided an online algorithm that achieved an upper bound of ρ + 3 for the problem.
For the special case of a single machine, where all jobs of each customer belong to a single class, we show an O( log ∆ log log ∆ )-competitive algorithm (this can be extended to a fixed number of classes).
In addition, we show a lower bound of Ω( log ∆ log log ∆ ) for the problem, which holds even in the single machine environment, thus refuting the conjecture of Averbakh et al. [2] that a constant-competitive algorithm exists. Moreover, we note that lower bounds of Ω(log ρ) and Ω(log m) follow from the problem of minimizing flow time on identical machines [19] , which is a special case of our problem with no delivery costs. Together, the lower bounds of Ω(log m), Ω(log ρ), and Ω( log ∆ log log ∆ ) imply that our algorithm is almost optimal 3 . As noted, if all delivery costs are zero, our problem simplifies to flow time minimization. In such a case, our algorithm becomes the classic non-migratory algorithm for minimizing flow time. Slightly more generally, if the processing time of a job is larger than its delivery cost, then the job can be delivered immediately, losing a factor of at most 2 in the competitive ratio. On the other hand, when all jobs have zero processing time, the problem reduces to the TCP Acknowledgment problem [13, 14] for each customer separately.
Techniques
Any online algorithm for our model must have two components. Job scheduling (i.e., which jobs to process at each point of time) and delivery scheduling (i.e., when to deliver jobs to the customer). These components cannot be decoupled: Specifically, on the one hand, we prefer to process jobs with small processing time in order to reduce the flow time (time between the release of the job and the time it is completed). On the other hand, we prefer to process jobs from the same client (especially if the delivery cost of this client is relatively large) in order to deliver them together in a single batch. Hence, the main challenge is to balance between the flow time, lag time (time between a job being completed and delivered) and delivery cost.
For a single machine with a single customer, Averbakh et al. [3] proposed the following elegant 2-competitive algorithm, abbreviated as SRP T D . The jobs are scheduled according to SRPT (shortest remaining processing time). Each time the total lag time of completed undelivered jobs equals the delivery cost, these jobs are delivered to the customer.
Using SRP T D for multiple customers (even for a single machine) seems to yield a linear competitive ratio, see [3] . Hence, we develop a different algorithm, which nevertheless uses SRP T D to create batches of jobs for each customer. For job scheduling though, our algorithm uses the non-migratory scheduling algorithm presented in [5] , which is known to achieve the best possible competitive ratio for flow time minimization. This algorithm partitions the jobs into classes according to job size. It does not specify how to choose between jobs of the same class. As we aim to decrease the number of interleaved batches, our specific realization of the algorithm activates a single batch from each class on a machine, and processes only the jobs from active batches.
We note that when the processing schedule is given, the deliveries can be taken care of in a nearly optimal way. Specifically, one can easily observe that delivering all completed undelivered jobs of each customer once they accumulate a lag time equal to the delivery cost of that customer yields a 2-competitive delivery schedule (TCP Acknowledgment [13, 14] ). However, it is difficult to analyze the combined algorithm (scheduling and delivery), since the job schedule produced by our algorithm may be far from optimal. Therefore, we analyze a "virtual" delivery procedure described below.
The main challenge of the delivery scheduling is handling interleaved batches. Although in SRP T D simulation each batch accumulates a lag time which equals the customer delivery cost, the actual accumulated lag time of jobs in the batch as processed by our algorithm may be large due to interleaving with batches of other customers. Note that a batch is not completed if it is preempted by other batches. Our algorithm handles this problem as follows. While the number of undelivered jobs in a batch is large, each time that the number of active jobs (jobs released but not yet completed) is close to the number of completed undelivered jobs, all these jobs are delivered to the customer. Therefore, the lag time of the completed undelivered jobs can be charged to the flow time of those still active. Moreover, the number of deliveries per batch is poly-logarithmic in the number of machines and the ratios of maximum to minimum processing time of the jobs and customers delivery costs.
When the number of active jobs in a batch drops below a certain threshold, the delivery pattern changes. Namely, we partition the batch into sub-batches consisting of jobs of the same size class (i.e., of roughly the same size). Then, there is only a single delivery per subbatch, once all of its jobs are completed. We charge the lag time of these jobs to the flow time and delivery cost of other batches using an exponential charging scheme. We believe that this charging scheme can be used in related problems. Specifically, we charge each completed undelivered job to the flow time and delivery cost of all jobs from lower classes (since a job can be preempted only by a job from a lower class). A job from a certain class is charged with an appropriate weight, exponentially decreasing with the difference between the classes of the completed undelivered job and the preempting jobs.
Our lower bound is based on the following idea. There are only two customers, one with unit delivery cost and unit processing time jobs, and one with large delivery cost and jobs with large processing time. The lower bound consists of up to a logarithmic number of phases. The number of released unit processing time jobs increase exponentially with the phase, while the number of remaining large jobs decreases exponentially with the phase. If there ever is a moment such that, due to prioritizing the large jobs, the online algorithm has significantly more jobs than an algorithm that prioritizes small jobs, than the ratio between the number of their jobs can translated into a lower bound on the competitive ratio, as the former can be maintained by issuing a unit processing time job at every time unit for a substantial amount of time. Naturally, this results in the same ratio between the flow times of the algorithms, and in such case the overall cost is dominated by the flow time. Thus, a competitive online algorithm is forced to prioritize small jobs. As these arrive over time in successive phases, such algorithm starts processing the large jobs in each phase only to switch to the small jobs in the successive one. As the delivery cost for large jobs is large, the net result is that the algorithm accumulates large cost (lead time + delivery cost) for these jobs, which again dominates the overall cost.
Related work
Research on integrated production-distribution models at the detailed scheduling level is fairly recent, with the majority of the work done in the last several years. However, as a survey by Zhi-Long Chen [10] points out, its roots can be found in two early articles by Potts [20] and Cheng et al. [11] . In fact, the latter studies (from the offline perspective) a problem quite similar to ours: the only difference being that there is a single machine and a single customer, and instead of flow time, there is an "earliness penalty" in the objective, which applies if a job is delivered before its due date. While the nature of such problems motivates the study of online algorithms, the vast majority of the work concerns offline algorithms. The articles by Averbakh et al. [3, 2] (cf. Section 1.1 for details) are among the few exceptions. All other work on online algorithms in this context focuses on minimizing the maximum delivery time [22, 15, 1] .
Integrated production-distribution problems have received even more attention at the strategic and tactical planning levels, and references to several surveys on these can be found in Chen's survey [10] . Because production and distribution stages at a planning level are often linked by an intermediate inventory stage, almost all studies in this area involve inventory decisions in addition to production and distribution decisions. We note that inventory problems, e.g., the Joint Replenishment Problem have recently been studied from the perspective of approximation and online algorithms [8, 7] . In fact, the TCP Acknowledgment problem is equivalent to the most fundamental of these, the Lot Sizing Problem [23] . See a short survey by Chrobak [12] for an overview of these recent results.
Recall that if there are no delivery costs, our problem is equivalent to flow time minimization. On a single machine, the shortest remaining processing time (SRPT) algorithm, which schedules at any time the job with shortest remaining processing time, maximizes the number of jobs completed at any point in time [21] , and hence minimizes the total flow time. For multiple machines, this is no longer the case. Nevertheless, SRPT is still an optimal online algorithm for flow time minimization. Specifically, Leonardi and Raz [19] proved that it is O(log ρ)-competitive, and gave a matching lower bound of Ω(log ρ). Moreover, they proved a lower bound of the logarithm of the ratio between the number of jobs and the number of machines, from which a lower bound of Ω(log m) follows. Note that SRPT is a migratory algorithm. However, a non-migratory algorithm developed by Awerbuch et al. [5] is also O(log ρ)-competitive in terms of flow time, see also [4, 9] . For other results on flow time, see e.g. [6, 17, 18, 16] .
Preliminaries
There are n customers and m identical machines of a manufacturer. Jobs arrive online over time, where each job J ij of client i has a release time r ij and a processing time p ij . The remaining processing time or volume of a job J = J ij at time t is denoted p ij (t) or p(J, t). The manufacturer must deliver completed jobs to the customer. The cost of delivering any number of jobs (at once) to customer i is D i ; deliveries to different customers cannot be combined. We denote the minimum and maximum job processing time by p min and p max respectively, and let ρ = pmax pmin . This notation is extended to sets of jobs, such as batches, with the obvious meaning of p max (B), p min (B), and ρ(B).
Dmin . An online algorithm is not aware of job J ij until time r ij . At time r ij , the algorithm learns p ij . We assume that preemptions are allowed, where a job can be interrupted and resumed from the last point of execution. A schedule S specifies for each job when and on which machine it is processed and when it is delivered. The completion time of job J ij (specifically, when processing of the job is completed) in schedule S is denoted by C ij (S). The flow time is
The delivery time is denoted by d ij (S). The lag time is
Note that the lead time is equal to the sum of flow time and lag time. Let b i (S) be the number of deliveries for customer i in the schedule S. The total delivery cost is
The objective is to minimize the sum of the total lead time L(S) and the total delivery cost DC(S). We sometimes omit S when the context is clear. We assume that transportation time of a delivery is 0, since non-zero transportation times would increase the value of each solution by a constant (per job), and could thus only improve the competitive ratio.
We say that a job is active at time t if by that time it has been released but not yet completed by the online algorithm. We also say that a job is completed undelivered at time t if by that time it has been completed but not yet delivered to the customer by the online algorithm.
Let I x be an instance with n customers and x identical machines. If x is larger than 1 then each machine has a speed of 1, otherwise the machine has a speed of m. We let I x i be the projection of I x on customer i, i.e., an instance where customer i is the only customer, with the same delivery cost D i and the same set of jobs as in I
x . We let A(I x ) denote the total cost of algorithm A and let OP T (I x ) denote the total cost of the optimal solution on instance I
x , respectively. If I x is clear from context, we omit it. We denote by S * some optimal schedule. We denote by N A (t) the number of active jobs in algorithm A at time t. We also denote by D A (t) the number of completed undelivered jobs in algorithm A at time t. It is well known that the total flow time of algorithm (or schedule) A equals N A (t) dt. Similarly, the total lag time of algorithm A equals D A (t) dt. Thus, the total lead time of algorithm A equals N A (t) + D A (t) dt. Thus, to prove relative bounds on the total lead time objective, it suffices to relate the total number of active or completed undelivered jobs of the algorithm and the benchmark, at every time t.
Multiple Machines
We partition the input jobs into classes according to their processing times as follows. Class k consists of all jobs J ij with p k = α k−1 ≤ p ij < α k , where α > 1 is a constant. Thus, the total number of classes is at most C = log α ρ + 1 ≤ log ρ + 1. (In our algorithm, we implicitly assume α ≥ 2 and consequently we upper bound log α ρ by log 2 ρ). Note that in some cases we refer to the original class of the job and in others to its current class, i.e., the class as determined by to the initial processing time and the current remaining one.
Our algorithm consists of three components: batching, scheduling, and delivery procedures. The first component is the batching procedure. Recall from Section 1.2 that SRP T D , the 2-competitive algorithm of Averbakh et al. [3] for the single client and single machine setting, schedules the jobs according to SRPT. Each time that the total lag time of all the completed undelivered jobs exceeds the delivery cost, the algorithm delivers all the jobs.
The batching procedure (Procedure 1) simulates algorithm SRP T D for each customer i on a single machine with a speed of m. When jobs are delivered in the simulated algorithm, the procedure creates a batch that contains all these jobs, i.e., the batch is created when the lag time of all the completed undelivered jobs reaches D i and consists of all jobs that are then delivered in the simulation. Each batch is partitioned into sub-batches according to job classes: For a batch B and a class k, let the k sub-batch of B, denoted B k , be the set of all jobs from B of class k. We refer to a sub-batch of class k as k-batch. Note that the batching procedure keeps a single open batch per client (more jobs might be added to this batch). We refer to all other batches as closed. We assume that for each job j in a batch of client i, p ij ≤ D i , otherwise the algorithm delivers job j immediately after its completion.
The second component is the job scheduling procedure (Procedure 2). This procedure is a specific realization of the non-migratory scheduling algorithm presented in [5] , for job scheduling on multiple identical machines to minimize the total flow time. Their algorithm divides the input jobs into classes as described above, according to their remaining processing time. It maintains a stack of jobs for each machine and a global pool of yet unassigned jobs. The job to machine assignment is final, i.e., the jobs do not migrate. The algorithm works as follows: Each machine processes the job at the top of its stack. When a new job j arrives, if there exists an idle machine or a machine that processes a job from a higher class, j is pushed to the stack of that machine. Otherwise, j is inserted to the global pool. When a job has completed execution on machine M , it is removed from the stack, and a new job to be processed is chosen as follows: Let k be the minimum class of the jobs in the global pool. If the stack of machine M is empty or the job at the top of this stack belongs to a higher class than k, an arbitrary job from class k is pushed onto M's stack. Awerbuch et al. [5] proved that this non-migratory scheduling algorithm is (log ρ)-competitive.
The scheduling procedure is a specific realization of the above algorithm. While their algorithm does not specify how to choose among jobs of the same class from the global pool, our specific realization, called NM ALG, selects for each machine jobs from the active sub-batch of the same class of this machine. In particular, each machine has at most one active subbatch from each class, but a single sub-batch may be assigned to multiple machines. Note that once the scheduling algorithm selected a sub-batch for execution, the sub-batch can be preempted only by sub-batches from a lower class. A sub-batch that was activated by the scheduling procedure is called an active sub-batch.
The last component is the delivery procedure (Procedure 3). It is simple to describe and implement but rather hard to analyze. Hence, we analyze Procedure 4 described below. Note that when the processing schedule is given, using Procedure 3 yields a 2-competitive delivery schedule. The reason is that deliveries to different customers are independent (i.e., the only dependence between customers is in the now fixed processing schedule), and minimizing the total lag time and delivery cost of a single customer given his job completion times corresponds to an instance of the TCP Acknowledgment problem. Hence, by using Procedure 3 instead of Procedure 4 we may lose a factor of at most 2.
The delivery procedure consists of three phases. In the first phase, the procedure delivers all the completed jobs of B upon B's closing. The second phase is performed in iterations, where in each iteration the completed jobs of B are delivered when the number of completed undelivered jobs in B reaches the number of active jobs in B. In the last phase, the procedure performs a final delivery for each remaining sub-batch of B, once all of its jobs are completed. 
Algorithm Analysis
In this section we present the analysis. We prove the key lemma and defer proofs (and, in one case, statement) of other lemmas to Appendix A. We start
When NM ALG(I m ) pushes a job of class k from the global pool onto the stack of machine i:
If there are no jobs from the current active batch of class k on this machine (denoted by B k (i, t)) in the global pool, then deactivate the active B k (i, t)-batch and activate a non-empty k-batch, preferring closed ones. Push an arbitrary job from the active B k (i, t)-batch onto the stack of machine i.
Processing:
Each machine processes the job at the top of its stack, removing it upon completion.
Procedure 3 delivery For each customer i:
Once the lag time of all the completed undelivered jobs of customer i equals D i , deliver them to the customer. Once the number of active jobs in B is less than with establishing simple lower bounds on the optimum. The following Lemma is based on the same idea as in [3] .
As NM ALG is a specific realization of the nonmigratory scheduling algorithm, with competitive ratio of O(log ρ) for flow time minimization [5] , it follows that
We are going to use Lemma 3.1 and (3.1) as lower bounds on OPT.
As our scheduling procedure (Procedure 2) uses N M ALG, it follows from (3.1) that our algorithm's flow time is an O(log ρ)-approximation to the optimum flow time. It remains to consider the total lag time and delivery cost. First we note that the number of deliveries of our algorithm for a single batch can be bounded as follows.
Lemma 3.2. The total number of deliveries for a single batch B by our algorithm is at most log m + (log ∆ + 3 log ρ(B) + 9)/2.
Next, we bound the lag time of jobs during phases 1 and 2 of the delivery procedure. Finally, we prove the key Lemma that considers the total lag time of jobs delivered in Phase 3 of the delivery procedure. We bound it as a function of the flow time achieved by the Scheduling Procedure and the delivery cost of each customer on a unified machine.
Lemma 3.4. The total lag time associated with all the jobs delivered in Phase 3 of the delivery procedure is at most
Proof. Consider a batch B of customer i, and let t 0 denote the time of the last delivery for B in Phase 2 of Procedure 4. Let t k denote the unique delivery time of the k-batch B k in Phase 3. From now on we fix k and focus on the k-batch B k . We partition the interval [t 0 , t k ] into subintervals of length If the last job of B k is completed within T and thus the whole B k delivered, we charge its lag time to the delivery cost of batch B in SRP T D (I 1 i ); note that this delivery cost is D i ≥ D min . Since the batch B consists of at most log ρ + 1 sub-batches, the total charge to B's delivery is at most 9D min (log ρ + 1)/ √ m, i.e., at most 9(log ρ + 1)/ √ m times its cost. Otherwise, some jobs of B k are active at the end of T , which implies that T has the full length of 9 8 L. Let q be any machine such that B k is the active k-batch on the machine at the beginning of T . Note that since some jobs of B k are active at the end of T and some of them are completed undelivered at the beginning of T , at least one machine satisfy the desired property. Since there are at most Dmin p k+1 ·m uncompleted jobs of B k when Phase 3 of Procedure 4 starts (and hence also when T starts), the total time they are processed within T on machine q is at
. Thus, jobs of other batches are processed within T on machine q for at least a total time of
Recall that our scheduling procedure uses N M ALG(I m ) algorithm. Consider the set of jobs from batches other than B k that are processed in T on machine q by (our nonmigrative algorithm) N M ALG(I m ), and partition it into two subsets: the set X of jobs that arrived before T and the set Y of jobs that arrived during T . We will charge the lag time of the jobs in B k to the flow time of jobs from X in N M ALG(I m ) or to the delivery cost of jobs from Y in SRP T D (I 1 i ) for appropriately chosen customers i . We consider the following two cases.
Case 1: The total time N M ALG(I m ) spent on processing the jobs of X within T on machine q is at least L/2. Let T (X) ⊆ T be the subset of those time units in T in which N M ALG(I m ) is processing jobs from X. Let τ be the median of T (X), i.e., a time unit in T (X) such that |T <τ (X)| = |T ≥τ (X)| = |T (X)|/2 ≥ L/4, where T <τ (X) = {t ∈ T (X) | t < τ } and T ≥τ (X) is defined analogously. Let X ⊆ X be the subset of jobs from X that N M ALG(I m ) processes in T ≥τ (X). Note that each job in X accumulates a flow time of at least |T (X)|/2 ≥ L/4 within |T <τ (X) in N M ALG(I m ). Let g(J, t) denote the class of job J according to its remaining processing time at time t in N M ALG(I m ),
i.e., g(J, t) = log p(J, t) . In addition, let X h = {J | (J ∈ X )∧(g(J, τ ) = h)}, i.e., X h are the jobs of X that belong to class h at time τ . Finally, let l h be the total time that N M ALG(I m ) is processing (the jobs of) X h within T ≥τ (X). The jobs in X are being charged to as follows. For each J ∈ X and each t ∈ T <τ (X), the flow time accumulated by J between t and t + ∆t is charged α g(J,t)−k ∆t by the jobs of B k . Now we show that, within T , the charge from B k to jobs in X is least 4D min . Clearly, within T , N M ALG(I m ) is processing only jobs with remaining processing time at most p k+1 = α k on machine q. Hence, g(J, t) ≤ k, and the total charge to jobs in X on account of B k is at least
The first inequality follows from the fact that the function g is non-increasing in t. The second inequality follows since |T <τ (X)| ≥ L 4 . The third inequality follows since |X h | ≥ l h α −h , as each J ∈ X h satisfies g(J, τ ) = h, and hence p(J, τ ) ≤ α h , and these jobs are processed for l h units of time in T ≥τ (X).
We note that a unit of job J ∈ X running at time t may be charged this way by active k-batches of all customers for all k ≥ g(J, t). Scaled by a factor of 9 4 , the total charge to such unit is thus at most 9 4
We conclude that the total charge from all active k-batches to flow time of N M ALG(I m ) is at most
Case 2: The total processing length of jobs in Y within T on machine q is at least L/2. Let l h denote the total length of jobs of class h at their release time (i.e., their "original" class) that are being processed in this interval. (Note that this is in contrast to l h defined in the first case, where we used the current class.) Each of these jobs belongs to a batch that was created in SRP T D (I at its release time by jobs of class k from B k . Note that Y is composed of jobs from class at most k, since algorithm N M ALG(I m ) processed them rather than a job from class k. The total number of jobs from class h ≤ k is at least l h α h and each of them is charged α h−k/2 Dmin m by jobs from B k in T . Thus, the total charge from sub-batch B k to jobs of Y is at least
Now we bound the total charge to each job in Y by all active sub-batches of all customers. We sum up all the charges from all active k-batches to a job of class h in Y at its release time. Since there is at most one active batch from each class at each point of time (recall that all the jobs in Y are processed on machine q and that there is no migration), a job in SRP T D (I 
Moreover, since the number of jobs in any class h
Recall that the total charge from sub-batch B k to jobs of Y is at least 4 Dmin √ m
. Hence, to cover the total delay of jobs in batch B, which is at most Since there are at most log ρ + 1 sub-batches per batch, the total charge from all active k-batches to batches of SRP T D (I 1 i ) in this case is at most 9 4 (log ρ + 1)
Finally, we sum-up all the charges in the above cases to bound the total charge and thus the total lag time associated with all the final sub-batches. This completes the proof.
Single Machine
In this section we consider the case of a single machine (m = 1). For this case we devise a different algorithm and prove the following Theorem. 
Lower Bound
In this section we present a lower bound for our problem, proving the following. Proof. For simplicity, we prove the bound only for deterministic algorithms and only for a single machine. In the end of the proof, we describe how to generalize it for randomized algorithms and for multiple machines. Note that the lower bound holds even for two customers, one with unit delivery cost and the other with delivery cost ∆.
The high level idea is as follows. There are only two customers, one with unit delivery cost and unit processing time jobs, and one with large delivery cost and jobs with large processing time. The lower bound consists of up to a logarithmic number of phases. Large jobs are released only initially. The unit processing time jobs are released over phases. The number of the released unit processing time jobs increase exponentially with the phase, while the number of remaining large jobs decreases exponentially with the phase. If there ever is a moment such that, due to prioritizing the large jobs, the online algorithm has significantly more jobs than an algorithm that prioritizes small jobs, than the ratio between the number of their jobs can translated into a lower bound on the competitive ratio, as the former can be maintained by issuing a unit processing time job at every time unit for a substantial amount of time. Naturally, this results in the same ratio between the flow times of the algorithms, and in such case the overall cost is dominated by the flow time. Thus, a competitive online algorithm is forced to prioritize small jobs. As these arrive over time in successive phases, such algorithm starts processing the large jobs in each phase only to switch to the small jobs in the successive one. As the delivery cost for large jobs is large, the net result is that the algorithm accumulates large cost (lead time + delivery cost) for these jobs, which again dominates the overall cost.
We begin by describing the sequence. There are two customers: Customer A with D 1 = 1 and unit jobs (customer with unit jobs and unit delivery cost); Customer B with D 2 = ∆ and jobs of processing time p (customer with "large" jobs and "large" delivery cost). The value of p will be defined later. We denote the online algorithm by ALG and the optimal offline algorithm by OPT. The exact sequence is defined in Figures 1 and 2 .
We require that point of time t 0 ALG has R times as many jobs as OP T does. Then a competitive ratio of R can be achieved in the following way. We release unit job at every time unit, ensuring that ALG has at least R times as many jobs as OP T at any point of time. Doing so for sufficiently long time forces a ratio of at least R on the flow time (recall that the flow time can be computed as the integral over the number of jobs) and makes other costs negligible. This follows since other costs are fixed and can be covered by the flow time of active jobs starting from time t 0 for sufficiently long time.
Let i be the index of the phase in which the sequence terminated. Hence, it is sufficient to prove that at the end of phase i, ALG has at least R = O( log ∆ log log ∆ ) times as many jobs as OP T . Since the sequence was terminated by Termination Case 1, then ALG has at most 1 2 √ ∆/p c i+1 active jobs of customer B at the end of this phase, i.e., a total volume of at most
Recall that the total volume of these jobs in the beginning of the sequence is √ ∆ · p. Moreover, the sum of the lengths of the first time interval in phases 0 to i is
Hence, the volume of jobs of customer B executed by the algorithm in the second time interval in phases 0 to i is at least
Since during each time unit of the second time interval a unit job of the customer A arrives, we conclude that there are at least
√ ∆·p c i+1 active unit jobs at the end of phase i.
Let algorithm OP T be as follows. For each 0 ≤ j ≤ i, OP T executes jobs of customer B during the first time interval of phase j, and jobs of customer A during the second time interval of that phase. Hence, OP T executes each unit job of customer A upon its arrival. Moreover, since t
, at the end of phase j, the volume of active jobs of customer B is
In particular, at the end of phase i, the number of active jobs is √ ∆/p c i+1 . Finally we compute the ratio R of the number of jobs between ALG and OPT , which satisfies:
Later we choose p = Ω( log ∆ log log ∆ ) which completes the proof of this case. 
Since there are exactly k phases, the total cost satisfies:
Let OPT be the following algorithm. First OPT executes all the jobs of customer B and then delivers them to the customer. Then OPT executes all the jobs of customer A, where each job is delivered upon its completion.
Note that the length of the first phase (phase 0) is 2 √ ∆ · p. Moreover, at the beginning of the first phase ∆/p jobs of customer B are released, and during the phase √ ∆ · p(1 + 1/c) unit jobs of customer A are released. Hence, at the end of the first phase OPT delivers all the jobs of customer B, and is left with
active unit jobs. From now on, at every phase i, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, OPT reduces the number of active unit jobs of customer A to 
The length of the second time interval of that phase is
active jobs at the beginning of the time interval, and a unit job arrives at each time unit (and is immediately completed and delivered). Therefore, the lead time accumulated at the second time interval is at most:
Since OPT delivers each unit job upon its completion, the total delivery cost during the phase is equal to the number of jobs completed during that phase, which is equal to the length of the phase (since all jobs are of unit processing time). Therefore, the total delivery cost during the phase is:
We sum Equations (5.3), (5.4) and (5.5) to obtain the total cost (total lead time and total delivery cost) accumulated in the phase:
where the last inequality results from the fact that
Now we analyze the cost of the first phase (phase 0). The cost of the jobs of customer A can be bounded in a similar way as for the other phases. In particular, (5.6) holds for it, i.e., this is at most Summing the total cost over all the phases we obtain that the total cost of OPT satisfies:
Combing Equations (5.2) and (5.7) we conclude that the competitive ratio is at least:
∆/p (recall that we required that
Therefore k = θ log ∆ log log ∆ and the competitive ratio becomes:
This completes the proof of this case.
We conclude that the competitive ratio is Ω( log ∆ log log ∆ ). A generalization for randomized algorithms can be done as follows. The condition of Figure 2 step (2b) will be changed to:
If with probability of at least 1/2 there are at most A generalization for m machines can be done by duplicating each job in the sequence m times. Since the analysis is based on volume consideration, a similar analysis to the one used for a single machine can be applied.
A Omitted proofs of Section 3.1
Proof of Lemma 3.1: We begin by noting that
The first inequality holds since m machines with speed 1 can be simulated by a single machine with speed m (by running the m jobs "in parallel") in a way that does not increase completion times, allowing for same delivery times. The second inequality follows as deliveries of different customers cannot be combined, and the schedule of the original instance on a single machine can be simulated by the instance where each client runs on its own machine (of speed m).
To complete the proof, we show that the following holds for every customer i:
To this end, we use the fact that there exists an optimal solution for a single machine and a single costumer such that the jobs are scheduled according to SRPT algorithm [3] . This follows since SRPT maximizes the number of completed jobs at each point of time [21] . Hence, it can replace any other schedule without hindering the performance. Proof of Lemma 3.2: We begin by bounding the number of jobs in a batch of customer i (recall that the simulated machine of the batching procedure has a speed of m). Consider a batch B of customer i which consists of r B jobs. We number these jobs 1, 2, . . . , r B in increasing order of completion time. Then in the batching procedure (Procedure 1), each job j accumulates a lag time of at least
, since it is already completed when the successive jobs are being processed. Hence, all these jobs accumulate a total lag time of at least
On the other hand, the batch B was closed when its total lag reached D i , so it follows that
The last inequality holds since p min (B) ≤ D i ; recall that any job of customer i with processing time above D i is delivered immediately after completion. Next, we bound the number of deliveries for the batch during the delivery procedure. Note that after each delivery, there are no completed undelivered jobs in the batch. In particular, it follows from the previous paragraph that immediately after the first delivery (Phase 1), there are at most r B ≤ 2 2Di·m pmin(B) active jobs in the batch. From now on, each successive delivery during Phase 2 reduces the number of active jobs by at least a factor of 2 until there are fewer than Dmin pmax(B)·m active jobs. Hence, the number of such deliveries is at most
Therefore, including the first delivery and up to log ρ(B) + 1 final deliveries for the k-batches (the first delivery of Phase 3 has already been accounted for), the total number of deliveries for a single batch is at most log m + (log ∆ + 3 log ρ(B) + 9)/2. This complete the proof.
Next, we establish a relation between the lag time of a specific family of algorithms on m machines with speed of 1 and SRP T D on a single machine with speed of m.
Lemma A.1. Let A be any algorithm for the instance I m such that the delivery times of all jobs of customer i are the same as in SRP T D (I
Proof. Since the delivery times of customer i are identical in both algorithms, the total lead time (total flow time and lag time) of customer i is equal in both algorithms. Hence, it is sufficient to prove that
Recall that any schedule on m machines with speed of 1 can be simulated on a single machines with speed of m (such that the flow time on the single machine will be at most the flow time on the multiple machines). Since SRP T achieves the optimal flow time on a single machine, its flow time on a single machine with speed m is at most the flow time of any schedule on m machines with speed 1. This completes the proof.
Proof of Lemma 3.3: Let t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t b be the delivery times of batch B during phases 1 and 2 of the delivery procedure (Procedure 4). First we show that for every 1 < h ≤ b, the total lag time accumulated by the jobs of B in [t h−1 , t h ] is no larger than the total flow time accrued by the jobs of B in [t h−1 , t h ]. The claim follows immediately from the description of Procedure 4: in each interval [t h−1 , t h ], at any time t in the interval, the number of completed undelivered jobs from B is no larger than the number of active jobs from B.
Next, we show that the total lag time accumulated by the jobs of B before t 1 is no larger than D i . According to Lemma A.1, the total lag time accumulated by the jobs of B by time t 1 in our algorithm is no larger than the total lag time accumulated by the jobs of B by time t 1 in SRP T (I 
B Omitted parts of Section 4
The algorithm is very similar to the one presented in the multiple machines section: we change the job scheduling procedure (Procedure 2) and make a small change to the delivery procedure (Procedure 4). The analysis of our algorithm resembles the analysis in the previous section. Hence, we focus mainly on the changes between the analysis. Since in this setting I m i coincides with I, we use the latter notation for convenience.
The changes to the algorithms are as follows. During phase 2 of the delivery procedure, instead of delivering the jobs each time that ratio between the completed undelivered jobs and the active jobs of a batch is at least 1, we deliver them each time that this ratio is at least log ∆ log log ∆ .
Instead of NM ALG, the job scheduling procedure (Procedure 5) is a realization of algorithm SRP T α , which is based on SRPT but is oblivious to the different job processing times within a class (recall that the class is determined according to the initial processing time of the job). Algorithm SRP T α simulates algorithm SRPT on the input. When SRPT schedules a job from class k, algorithm SRP T α schedules a job from class k as follows. If there exists a job of class k with remaining processing time smaller than the minimum processing time of class k, the algorithm executes this job. Otherwise, the algorithm can process any active job from class k. We remark that the most natural variant of SRP T α is one that is non-preemptive within each class. The general SRP T α algorithm can be realized in many ways though. We note that all realizations of SRP T α are α -competitive for the total flow time objective function.
Lemma B.1. Algorithm SRP T α is a α -competitive algorithm for 1|r i , pmtn| F i .
Proof. As noted in Section 2, it suffices to prove that N SRP Tα (t) ≤ α N SRP T (t) holds at every time t. In fact, we prove a slightly stronger claim, namely, that To prove this, note that at each time t, SRP T and SRP T α process jobs from the same class. So fix a class k and let W (t) denote the total remaining processing time of jobs of this class at time t in either algorithm. As each job in class k has processing time at most α k , clearly, N SRP T (t) ≥ W (t)α −k . Moreover, as SRP T α has at most one active job of class k with remaining processing time smaller than α k−1 ,
Proof of Theorem 4.1: Recall that during phase 2 of the delivery procedure, the procedure delivers the jobs each time that the number of completed undelivered jobs in a a batch becomes greater or equal to the number of active jobs times log ∆ log log ∆ . Moreover, m = 1. Hence, the bound of Lemma 3.2 becomes O( log ∆ log log ∆ + log ρ(B)). Moreover, the statement of Lemma 3.3 becomes: "Consider a batch B of customer i. The total lag time accumulated by the jobs of B during Phases 1 and 2 of the delivery procedure is at Procedure 5 single machine scheduling Simulate SRP T (I). Let k(t) be the class of the job (wrt its initial processing time) that SRP T (I) processes at time t.
If there is no active k-batch, then activate a nonempty k-batch, preferring closed over open ones; note that a non-empty k-batch exists.
Process the job with the earliest arrival time from the active B k (t)-batch. If all jobs in the active B k (t)-batch completed execution, then deactivate it. most the sum of the flow time accumulated by the jobs of B during this period times log ∆ log log ∆ and D i ". Lemma 3.4 analyzes a scheduling procedure that uses NM ALG while our scheduling procedure uses SRP T α . Nevertheless, the proof is based on the following 3 properties: (i) Non-migratory, (ii) there is at most one active sub-batch per class on each machine, (iii) The processed job belongs to the lowest class among all active jobs (wrt current processing time). Since our scheduling procedure satisfies all 3 properties, we may use a similar analysis. Combining these bounds with Lemma B.1 and Lemma 3.1 proves Theorem 4.1.
Proof of Theorem 4.2: Recall that all the jobs of each customer belong to a single class. Hence, the term log ρ(B) in Lemma 3.2 can be replaced by log α: in this special case, we have ρ(B) ≤ α, and moreover, as each batch B consists only of a single sub-batch, there
